
Add the word centre to these sentences.

 

I live in the                            of London.

“I’m in the city                           ,” replied Jabed.

What was at the                           ?

I help at the community                           .

Trace the word centre. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word centre. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the word 
centre belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
centre inside the hands.

Finish off the word centre.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: centre  1

centre
centre
centre

cen____ ____tre

_______e c_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as centre?

lonely       middle      edge      town

Write your own sentence containing the word centre.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word centre.

sentre         centur      center

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner



Trace the word century. 
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Add the word century to these sentences.

I was born in the 20th                          .

“He scored a                   !” called the commentator.

Her life spanned for almost a                          .

The school was built in the last                          .

Use a dictionary to define the 
word century. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word century belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
century inside the hands.

Finish off the word century.

 
Now write the full word.

century

century

cen____ ____ury

_______y c_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as century?

1 year     10 years     100 years     1000 years

Write your own sentence containing the word century.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word century.

sentury           centurie           cenchury

century

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Add the word certain to these sentences.

More changes are almost                         .

“Are you                         ?” asked Mrs Chen.

He raised a                          problem.

I don’t know anything for                          .

Trace the word certain. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word certain. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word certain belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
certain inside the hands.

Finish off the word certain.

 
Now write the full word.

certain

cer____ ____ain

_______in ce_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

Which of these words means the same as certain?

  define  dictate   definite  dismal

Write your own sentence containing the word certain.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word certain.

sertain        certtun        certian

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

certain
certain
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Add the word circle to these sentences.

 
Can we sit in a                          ?

“I drew a                          !” beamed Ben.

The train travelled in a                          .

                          the correct answer.

Trace the word circle. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word circle. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word circle belong to?

Write the syllables of the word circle 
inside the hands.

Finish off the word circle.

 
Now write the full word.

circle
circle
circle

cir____ ____cle

_______e c_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as circle?

  chair  ring     expanse             ladder

Write your own sentence containing the word circle.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word circle.

sircle         cercle        curcel

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Add the word complete to these sentences.

Can you                           the work?

“I’m not able to                           it,” I explained. 

It was a                           waste of time.

                          these sentences.

Trace the word complete. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word complete. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word complete belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
complete inside the hands.

Finish off the word complete.

 
Now write the full word.

complete
complete
complete

comp____ ____ete

_______te co_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as complete?

  absolute     abysmal        awful almost

Write your own sentence containing the word complete.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word complete.

             compleet           compleate   conplete

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner


